
Sacred Appointments
Part III: What's Up with the Bird

Jesus' redemptive suffering to bring
life to all of us.

This pelican imagery is docu-

mented in medieval bestiaries, which
were like encyclopedias of animal

hen our boys were young we
often roamed through spaces,

exposing them to the design nui-
sances of architectural interiors.

Ugggh you say! In retrospect, some-

times I say the same. But for a kid,
that's what comes in the box when

both Mom and Dad are architects.
During one such excursion

around Sacred

Heart's interior, I
remember one

of the boys (I
think it was

Dom) blurting out,
"'What's up with the

bird?" Of course, the bird he

was referring to is the pelican relief
over the sanctuary doorway. Truth-
fu1ly, I hadn't the foggiest what was

up with that bird. But I noticed Gera-
llar giving me that familiar "you take

this one Mr. Architect" look so I
stumbled forward, defaulting into
some marginally applicable architec-
tural jargon. You see that usually
works with the under-ten crowd. I
did tell myself that I needed to find
out about that bird, and I did. All these

years later, I rediscovered my re-
search and thought I'd share it here.

Pelican Symbolism
With slight artistic variations, the

Christian imagery known as The
Pelican in Her Piety typically depicts
a mother pelican piercing her breast

with her beak to provide her own
blood as nourishment to her baby
pelicans. The mother is often shown
standing over the babies, her blood
flowing to them as they lie below
her, The symbol is analogous to

legends. Rooted in ancient lore, there

are two versions to the story. The

first has the pelican, in a time of
famine, resorting to the drastic meas-

ure of wounding herself to draw
blood and save her starving babies.

The second version depicts the

mother pelican piercing her breast to
revive her dying young but at the

loss of her own life. Early Christians

seized upon this powerful imagery,

seeing the pelican as Jesus, who
gave his life so that we might be

saved. In his blood, we find new life.
The pelican has also become a sym-
bol of charity, the simple concept of
doing for others. Renaissance litera-
ture is full ofreferences to the peli-
can and its Christian symbolism.
Even Shakespeare, in Hamlet (1616)

wrote, "To his good friend thus

wide, I'll ope' my arms / And, like
the kind, life-rendering pelican / Re-

past them with my blood."

The image of the pelican feeding

its young has been presented in
paintings, drawings, sculptural relief
(as in our church) and in stained
glass windows. In some pre-
Renaissance churches, suspended

tabernacles were fashioned in the

pelican shape.

OurPelican Relief
Sacred Heart's Pelican

is a glazed, ceramic

cast. Spanning almost

7 feet, with a height of
4 ft, this wide, monochro-

matic, sculptural relief is pre-

sented in a comfortable, symmetrical
format. While only 9" proud of the

wall, it has depth and rich surface

texture. Three elements of the piece

strike me as noteworthy. First, the

mother's wide, elegant yet powerful
wings shield and protect her vulner-
able young. You can almost see

them slowly closing and completely
enveloping the little ones. Secondly,
the soft, almost sensual curve of the
pelican's head and neck is juxta-
posed against the rigid geometry of
its tall, imposing beak. Do you sense

a tension and reluctance in that neck-

head-beak team as it seeks its plump
target? Lastly, the 3 babies lie prone.

Look at their pin wheeled symmetry.

Three small bodies with outstretched

arms, three small heads, and three

small beaks all counter the mother's
beak-head-neck. It's here, where the

beaks almost touch, that the compo-

sition collects all its tension and re-
solves it. It's here that pain; new life

ll

(Continued on back)



and even death become real and nec-
essary. How well do you think this
piece of art tells this story?

Relief in a Broken Pediment
The Pelican relief is mounted

above a horizontal comice and

framed by a broken pediment. The
pediment is made of those sloped
elements that, along with the comice,
create a triangular wall surface called

the tympanum. This pediment and

cornice are fairly simple, minimally
detailed with a dentil course. These

are all old architectural elements that
have survived from Greek to Revival
times. The pediment is said to be

"broken" since its two sides don't
meet at the top. There are many very

elaborate examples of broken pedi-
ments, some curved and highly or-
nate. Typical of the Baroque period,
broken pediments were often thought
of as "pagan" art because oftheir
playful, almost devilish departure

from strict architecfural norms. Bro-
ken pediments always create a bit of
tension; it's their unresolved nature.

Do you think the cornice and broken
pediment support the sculptural re-
liefl Do they help in the telling of
the pelican story?

Next time you're in church, pause

outside the sanctuary, and see

"What's up with the Bird."
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